1. Research Training Group 1462, Bauhaus Research School
   Berkaer Straße 9

2. Student laboratory and workrooms, metallography laboratory, X-ray diffraction analysis and photo-elasticity laboratory, Luna computer pool, seminar rooms
   Marienstraße 7 A/B

3. Classroom building
   Marienstraße 9

4. Classroom building
   Marienstraße 13 A

5. Classroom building
   Marienstraße 13 B

6. Lecture halls A–D
   Marienstraße 13 C

7. Technical service
   Marienstraße 13 D

8. Dean’s Office of the Faculty of Civil Engineering
   Marienstraße 13 E

9. Classroom building
   Marienstraße 15

10. Testing facility in the CIB Weimar
    Coudraystraße 4

11. Particle-size analysis labs, recycling laboratory, geodetic measuring laboratory, video conference room 115
    Coudraystraße 7

12. Waste water laboratory, lecture hall 6
    Coudraystraße 9 A

13. Ivers Hall
    Coudraystraße 9 B

14. Centre for Resource Management
    Coudraystraße 10
15 Seminar rooms, analytical laboratory (rooms K03 -05), metal and plastic testing laboratory (room K01), plastics laboratory (room 119), bonding agents laboratory, light microscopy laboratory, scanning electron microscopy lab, X-ray laboratory, laser laboratory
Coudraystraße 11 A

16 Seminar rooms, concrete laboratory, concrete durability testing laboratory, ultrasound laboratory, wood laboratory, AKR laboratories
Coudraystraße 11 B

17 Soil mechanics laboratory, lecture hall 1, seminar rooms, sawing and sanding laboratory
Coudraystraße 11 C

18 Lecture hall 2, seminar rooms
Coudraystraße 13 A

19 Lecture hall 3, flow laboratory (room 110), acoustics laboratory (room 007)
Coudraystraße 13 B

20 Climate room (room 012), chemical/analytical laboratories 1&2, instructional laboratory, building and construction material preparation, ceramics/glass laboratory, thermal analysis, X-ray diagnostics, spectroscopic laboratory
Coudraystraße 13 C

21 Orion and Concrete computer pools
Coudraystraße 13 D

22 Climate chamber
Coudraystraße 13 F